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Abstract
The southern windward side of Hawaii, known as the Ko`olaupoko Moku,
is comprised of twenty-one watersheds and three bays. Changes in agricultural
practices and recent rapid urbanization have had a significant impact on Hawaii’s
water quality, and the Ko`olaupoko Moku is no exception. Eleven of the streams
in the Ko`olaupoko Moku and portions of all three of its bays are considered
impaired waters by the Hawaii Department of Health (HDOH) and the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
In order to protect the unique marine and fresh water ecosystems of this
region, riparian restoration is an imperative step in improving water quality. The
purposes of this project are threefold. First, to describe the challenges facing
water quality in the Ko`olaupoko Moku. Second, to develop a Geographic
Information System (GIS) model which maps precision riparian buffers using the
Riparian Buffer Delineation Equation (RBDE). Finally, to identify sites
appropriate for implementing riparian restoration.
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Introduction
Hawaii is a place of dramatic beauty: steep cliffs descend to lush green
valleys and powerful waves crash on white sand beaches. The ocean and bays
surrounding the island teem with tropical fish, turtles, corals, and mammals,
many of which are found no where else in the world.

Unfortunately, the rate of urban development has been increasing at an
alarming pace, especially on the island of Oahu. The windward side of Hawaii,
from Kualoa to Makapuu, is comprised of twenty-one watersheds (see Figure 1).
This region is referred to as the Ko`olaupoko Moku, an area of approximately 176
square kilometers (43,598 acres). The watersheds’ streams empty into three
bays: Kaneohe Bay, Kailua Bay, and Waimanalo Bay (see Figure 1). The beauty
of these bays is unfortunately marred with pollutants and contaminated runoff
from the streams that end in their waters. The ability of the streams and bays to
support the aquatic and terrestrial life that depend upon their waters has been
severely hampered over the last hundred years.
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Figure 1: Watersheds of the Ko`olaupoko Moku
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Human development has had significant impacts on sustainable ecosystem
functionality. These impacts include runoff from developed urban areas, as well
as agricultural landuses. These nutrient and sediment pollutants degrade
estuaries and coastal waters. The pollutants can cause algal blooms, block
sunlight, suffocate fish, and carry pathogens and toxins. There is a remarkably
good correlation between human population density and nitrate concentrations
in river water (Laws and Ferentinos, 2003). Furthermore, in the last 40 years
nearly one-third of the world’s arable land has been lost due to erosion, and
fertilizer use has increased at an average rate of 4.4 million tons per year from
1960 to 1990 (Laws and Ferentinos, 2003). While some nutrients and sediments
are necessary to maintain healthy river and ocean ecosystems, too much can
prove harmful.
Buffer zones can minimize many of the negative impacts of urban and
agricultural runoff. Some of the most important buffer zones are estuaries and
marshes in the coastal zone and riparian habitat along streams. These buffer
zones can help reduce the introduction of sediments and nutrients to the open
waterways, through their natural trapping and storing functions. The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency said, in the course of its discussion on
sediment source controls that, “…it is possible to reduce or prevent delivery of
eroded sediments to streams by developing or maintaining buffer strips,
vegetated swales, or sediment detention basins” (U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency 1999a:2-2). Overall, riparian and other buffer zones provide a wide
variety of ecological and economic benefits that include, but are not limited to:
trapping sediment, nutrient and pesticide runoff, stabilize stream banks, store
storm water, provide habitat; and serve human recreational needs and aesthetic
values (Polyakov, et al., 2005).
In areas of the Ko`olaupoko region that are not appropriate for direct
riparian restoration, Best Management Practices (BMPs) are an appropriate and
viable solution that can be implemented within the buffer region. BMPs come in
a variety of forms and are management solutions that are used to protect and
conserve natural resources (Gilliam, J. W., et al., 1997). BMPs, in particular,
target pollutants that do not come from an easily identified source; these
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pollutants are known as non-point source pollutants. BMPs encourage
individuals and businesses to change their management practices to minimize
their negative impact upon the environment. People are present in the
Ko`olaupoko region and many are concerned stakeholders who are often not
aware of their personal impact on the watersheds and bays of the Ko`olaupoko
Moku.
The Ko`olaupoko Moku faces many challenges due to changes in its
landuse patterns and history. Here, I describe the challenges facing water quality
in the Ko`olaupoko Moku and develop a GIS model that will identify regions
appropriate for implementing riparian restoration and buffers. Until now, the
Kailua Bay Advisory Council (KBAC), a nonprofit organization dedicated to
improving water quality in the Ko`olaupoko Moku, and the Hawaii Department
of Health have only made recommendations for the implementation of riparian
buffers but have not identified precise locations for those buffers or made
recommendations concerning the width of the buffers.

Study Area
Landuse in the Ko`olaupoko Moku, before the arrival of the Europeans,
was dominated by taro lo`i (pond fields). These lo`i lined the streams of the
upper and middle elevations. The banks were covered with low-growing and
shrubby cultivated plants.
The middle elevations were
filled with sweet potato,
breadfruit and mountain
apple trees. The lower
elevation wetlands areas
had inland fishponds and
some lo`i (Laws and
Ferentinos, 2003).
Western land tenure
changes ended the traditional farming practices and introduced European
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practices, included livestock ranching and cash crops. From the late nineteenth
century to the mid-twentieth century, the installation of a series of water
diversions fundamentally changed the hydrology of the region through dams and
diversions. These diversions allowed for the cultivation of sugar cane. In the
1940s, when sugar cane production ended, the land was broken up into nurseries,
livestock ranches, and small farms. Urban areas and military bases also began to
be developed in the lower flatter lands. Construction of the runways on military
bases and of several golf courses in the region drained many of the lower wetland
areas (Laws and Ferentinos, 2003). This also changed the hydrology of the
region and eliminated or degraded many of the lowland lagoons and traditional
fish ponds.
Streambank hardening or
channelization and the removal of
riparian vegetation also severely
changed the hydrology of the
region. This channelization has
caused many of the lower reaches
of the streams in the Ko`olaupoko
Moku to more closely resemble
storm sewers than natural streams.
Some portions of the channelized
streams, due to the elimination of the shady riparian forests and vegetation, were
colonized by channel-clogging California grass, wild sugarcane, and other
vegetation that take up water and trap sediment (Laws and Ferentinos, 2003).
This transformed some channelized areas from free flowing stream to boggy
wetland that may help filter runoff. Other channelized streams less fortunate and
have, in effect, become canals that rapidly shunt urban and agricultural runoff
into the bays. Riparian buffers can mitigate the effects of runoff from livestock
and other agricultural practices as well as urban runoff, and thereby offer a viable
solution to the runoff pollutant problems.
The Ko`olaupoko Moku has eleven streams and nine regions in its three
bays listed on the 2004 Hawaii Department of Health 303d list as impaired
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waters (Hawaii DOH, 2004). The main pollutants affecting the impaired waters
are: nitrates/nitrites, phosphates, suspended solids and turbidity. These
pollutants come from erosion, urban and agricultural runoff. There are currently
two completed Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) and four are in the process
of being completed.
Section 303d of the Federal Clean Water Act requires all states to test all
water bodies within their bodies and place any water bodies whose designated
use is either not met or whose water quality exceeds defined criteria on a list.
These water bodies are designated as impaired and they are placed on a list
commonly known as the 303d list. Once a water body is listed as impaired the
state is then required to calculate the total amount of pollutants that can enter
into the water ways from point and non-point sources. This amount is known as
the Total Maximum Daily Load or TMDL (HDOH, 2004). Point sources of
contaminants are those where the source of the pollutant is easily traceable to a
particular pipe or outlet point, i.e. a chemical plant whose waste is directly
dumped into a water body. A non-point source is a source whose origin is
difficult to trace and therefore a particular person or building cannot be readily
identified as the main polluter. For example, in a stream with high nitrate levels
that passes through many agricultural fields, it is very difficult to pin-point which
field is responsible for the nitrates in the water. The pollutant runs off of all
fields in a diffuse manner. Point source pollutants are more easily managed than
non-point pollutants. But currently in the Ko`olaupoko Moku region it is the
non-point source polluters who are of more concern and more difficult to
manage.
Landuse in the Ko`olaupoko Moku is dominated by urban residential
areas, cultivated lands and forested areas. All three of these landuse types tend to
be non-point source contributors to poor water quality. Further challenging
Ko`olaupoko Moku water quality is the fact that the low lying areas close to shore
have been mostly converted to residential areas, which is where most of the
stream channelization has occurred. Areas with steeper slopes have remained
more natural in composition. The challenge in working in the Ko`olaupoko
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Moku is identifying areas along streams that are not channelized and where the
implementation of a riparian restoration would be feasible.

Background
Riparian buffers can be designed in three ways: longitudinal, vertical and
transverse (Polyakov et al., 2005). Vertical buffers refer to the structure of the
root zone and canopy of the vegetation along the stream. This is the least
common type of buffer and perhaps the most difficult to evaluate and design.
Transverse buffers are designed with a consistent distance that is perpendicular
to the stream. This distance does not change as the conditions along the banks of
the stream or river change. Longitudinal buffers are designed along the stream
and the width of the buffer changes as the physical conditions change (See
Figure 2).

Figure 2: Riparian Buffer Design

Most research regarding riparian buffers has been focused on the
transverse dimension, in order to maximize the buffer’s ability to intercept
pollutants. The longitudinal dimension has received less attention, even though
parameters such as precipitation, flow convergence, infiltration rate, water
storage capacity, slope and vegetative cover may vary considerably along a stream
(Polyakov et al., 2005). These parameters can all greatly affect the performance
of the riparian buffer. The vertical dimension of riparian buffers, is another
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important part of buffer design. Unfortunately, this dimension is often left out of
consideration because its properties are more difficult to measure and quantify.
There are two approaches to designing riparian buffers. 1). In the fixed
width approach, a minimum width is defined according to regional conditions
and government agencies recommendations. This is an easily implemented
approach and requires minimal planning. However, it is either based on
empirical relationships between buffer width and desired percent of pollutant
reduction or based on a purely arbitrary decision (Polyakov, et al., 2005). This
method is an example of the design of a buffer based on the transverse
dimension; the width of the buffer is measured perpendicular to the stream is
applied irrespective to change conditions along the stream (see Figure 3).
2). A precision or variable riparian buffer is a spatially variable riparian
buffer (see Figure 3). It is designed to achieve specific water conservation goals
of reduction of non-point source pollutants. It optimizes its characteristics with
respect to runoff contributing area, slope, soil type, landuse, and climate in that
particular location (Polyakov, et al., 2005). This type of buffer is an example of a
buffer designed along the longitudinal dimension. It is designed to take into
consideration conditions as they change along the stream. Precision buffers are a
type of precision conservation, which is a defined as a “…set of technologies
directed to implement conservation practices that take into account spatial and

Figure 3: Fixed-width v. Variable width Buffers
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temporal variability across natural or agricultural systems” (Polyakov, et al.,
2005). Precision conservation and buffers are tailored to fit the needs of
individual systems and have potential economic benefits.

Objectives
The Ko`olaupoko Moku is an area that has many competing interests in
terms of landuse. The potential to target specific viable areas and minimize the
amount of land that needs riparian buffers is an attractive solution for many
stakeholders. It is the purpose of this project to present the stakeholders in the
region with a variety of potential solutions to improving water quality and to
focus attention on sites within recommended buffer widths. This goal entails first
understanding poor water quality and its sources, second delineating riparian
buffers and finally making recommendations for management. In some cases the
recommendation will be more direct restoration through the implementation of
riparian buffers; in other areas the recommended approach will be to work with
landowners to educate about better agricultural, household and business
practices.

Methods
The methods for identifying impaired waters, delineating variable width
buffers, and selecting specific sites for restoration are contained in three
components. Each component is comprised of the following framework:
Approach, Data Collection, Analysis, and Results and Discussion.
Component 1: Describe current status of water quality in
Ko`olaupoko Moku
Approach
To assess the current state of water quality in Ko`olaupoko Moku the most
current 303d List of Impaired Waters and existing TMDLs were reviewed. For
the watersheds that were not listed on the 303d list or whose TMDLs are not
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complete, it was assumed that landuses found in watersheds with impaired
waters will have similar effects in watersheds that are listed as not having
impaired waters. Since all twenty-one watersheds drain to the same three bays
and all bays have impaired waters, it is likely all watersheds are contributing to
pollutant levels in the bays.
Data Collection
The first task completed in collecting the necessary data for the project
was a complete review of KBAC’s annotated bibliography. A variety of studies
have been done on the Ko`olaupoko Moku and KBAC’s annotated bibliography is
a good resource to help identify key studies that can help describe the state of
water quality within the twenty-one watersheds. This process included reviewing
the completed and draft TMDLs.
Furthermore, a variety of different GIS data layers were gathered. The
state of Hawaii has a GIS database online, from that database the most recent
landuse/landcover layers, stream data, digital elevation model, 2000 census data,
United States Geological Survey (USGS) monitoring stations were downloaded.
From the USGS high resolution orthoimagery is available for the entire island of
Oahu. The images covering the Ko`olaupoko Moku were made into a mosaic of
the region. This mosaic will be able to be used to define channelized areas of the
streams as well as used further on Component 3. The 303d list which identifies
the impaired water bodies in the region was also collected.
A complete list of all data available in database can be found in Appendix
I-GIS Data. While not all of these data were used in the final analyses, they are
useful for describing the Ko`olaupoko Moku and understanding water quality in
the region. This data will also be used in the subsequent components of the
methods.
Analysis
To describe overall water quality in the Ko`olaupoko Moku, the 303d list
of impaired water bodies was used to select out the impaired streams from the
National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) stream layer. The locations of impaired
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regions of the bay were approximated from the description on the list and the
USGS monitoring stations used to test the water in the bay. Statistics of landuse
in the region were derived from the National Land Cover Dataset (NLCD) data
layer, population density figures were calculated from data in the 2000 census
data. The channelized streams were digitized in a GIS through examination of
high resolution orthoimagry. These components should provide a good picture of
the current state of water quality in the region and challenges facing restoration.
See Appendix II-Component 1 for a complete description of all steps undertaken
in the GIS to complete Component 1.
Results and Discussion
There are a wide variety of pollutants found in each impaired water body
in the Ko`olaupoko region (see Table 1). The sources of contamination in the
Ko`olaupoko region are wide-ranging, but riparian buffers should be an adequate
solution to improving water quality. For example, a well-functioning vegetated
riparian buffer can remove up to 70% of nitrates found in a stream, a common
pollutant in the Ko`olaupoko Moku (Polyakov, et al., 2005). The majority of
pollutants are likely non-point source pollutants and require a generalized
management approach. Looking closely at the predominate type of landuse/land
cover may explain the reason for the overwhelming presence of so many nonpoint source pollutants.
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Table 1: Impaired Water Bodies of the Ko`olaupoko Moku
Impaired Water Body

Principle Pollutants

Priority

Kaelepulu Stream

Nutrients, Turbidity

High

Kane`ohe and Kawa streams:
Nearshore Stations

Suspended Solids

High

Keaahala Stream

Total N & P, Turbidity, trash,
Nitrite/Nitrate

High

Heeia Stream

Nitrite/Nitrate

Medium

Kaalaea Stream
Kaelepulu Stream, Kailua
Beach

Nitrite/Nitrate, Total N
Enterococci, Chlorophyll a,
Turbidity, Total N, Total P

Medium

Kahaluu Stream

Turbidity

Medium

Kawainui

Trash, Nutrients, Turbidity

Medium

Waiahole Stream

Nitrite/Nitrate

Medium

Waihee Stream

Nutrients

Medium

Bellows Beach: North Runway
Station

Enterococci

Low

Bellows Beach: Waimanalo
Stream mouth

Enterococci

Low

Heeia Kea: Small Boat Harbor

Enerococci, Total N, Chlorophyll
a

Low

Kailua Beach Park

Total N, chlorophyll a, Total P,
Turbidity

Low

Kaiona Beach

Medium

Enterococci
Total N, Nitrite/Nitrate,
Ammonium, Turbidity,
Chlorophyll a
Chlorophyll a, Total N,
Nitrite/Nitrate, Ammonium,
Turbidity
Chlorophyll a, Enterococci, Total
N, Nitrate/Nitrate, Ammonia,
Turbidity

Low

Kualoa Beach Park

Enterococci

Low

Lanikai Beach Shoreline

Enterococci

Low

Oneawa Beach

Chlorophyll a, Total P, Total N,
Turbidity

Low

Waimanalo Bay Shoreline

Enterococci

Low

Kane`ohe Stream

Nutrients, Turbidity, Dieldrin

TMDL in Process

Nutirients, Turbidity, Suspended
Solids
Suspended Solids, Nutrients,
Turbidity

TMDLs approved in
2001
TMDLs approved in
2002

Kaneohe Bay (Central Region)
Kaneohe Bay (Northern
Region)
Kaneohe Bay (Southern
Region)

Waimanalo Stream
Kawa Stream

Low

Low
Low
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The major contributors to the high levels of non-point source pollutants
are developed lands and agricultural lands. The land cover types make up almost
30% of the total land cover in the Ko`olaupoko region (see Figure 4). Table 2,

Principle Landuses in Ko`olaupoko
Region
High Intensity
Development
6%

Low Intensity
Development
14%

Hig h In t en sit y
Dev elopm en t
Low In t en sit y
Dev elopm en t
A g r icu lt u r a l La n ds

Other
44%

Agricultural Lands
8%
Wetlands
3%

W et la n ds

For est ed La n ds
Ot h er

Forested Lands
25%

Figure 4: Principle Landuse in the Ko`olaupoko Region

shows in greater detail the percentages of important landuses for each watershed
and for the region as a whole. Low Intensity Development dominates many of
the watersheds and constitutes a large proportion of the total land area in the
Ko`olaupoko region. Watersheds that contain impaired streams are highlighted
in red, and it is possible to see the correlation between pollutant contributing
land types and the presence of impaired water bodies. It is also important to note
that some watersheds do not directly have an impaired stream within in them,
but they still have high percentages of developed or agricultural lands.
The high percentage of these landuses may in fact explain the reason for
impaired regions of the bays being located near these watersheds. For instance,
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Table 2: Principal Landuse in the watersheds of the Ko`olaupoko Moku
Watershed

Total Area
of Each
Watershed

Area (HA)
Ahuimanu

High Intensity
Development

Area
(HA)

%

625

8

Haiamoa

166

Hakipuu

536

Heeia

1151

Kaalaea

456

Kaelepulu
Kahaluu
Kahaluu
segment

Low Intensity
Development

Area
(HA)

%

Agricultural
Lands

Area
(HA)

%

1.2%

94

15.0%

2

0.9%

23

1

0.2%

10

70

6.1%

141

12.3%

0

0.1%

22

4.9%

1411

257

18.2%

446

31.6%

12

0.9%

338

4

1.3%

40

11.8%

17

5.1%

182

2

0.9%

41

22.4%

3

1.5%

Wetlands

Area
(HA)

%

Forested Lands

Area
(HA)
198

%

Area
(HA)

3.3%

14.2%

41

24.8%

5

3.1%

24

14.7%

70

42.5%

1.9%

181

33.7%

9

1.6%

107

19.9%

228

42.6%

2

0.2%

31

2.7%

361

31.3%

544

47.3%

54

11.8%

105

23.1%

274

60.0%

0

0.1%

0.1%

305

%

21

2

31.6%

Other

48.8%

135

9.5%

558

39.5%

70

20.7%

207

61.1%

70

38.5%

67

36.7%

Kahawai

1196

56

4.7%

136

11.4%

400

33.4%

125

10.5%

479

40.1%

Kaneohe

1473

90

6.1%

246

16.7%

91

6.2%

386

26.2%

662

45.0%

28

0.7%

Kawa

541

51

9.5%

166

30.7%

3813

217

5.7%

533

14.0%

Keaahala

312

43

13.9%

134

43.1%

Kualoa

231

0

0.1%

9

3.9%

98

Makapuu
Puu
Hawaiiloa

163

5

2.9%

21

12.9%

14

8.5%

944

212

22.5%

250

26.5%

Waiahole

1022

0

0.0%

7

0.7%

75

7.4%

Waianu

278

0

0.0%

7

2.6%

49

17.5%

1

Waihee

586

2

0.3%

13

2.3%

63

10.7%

215

2

0.2%

33

4.8%

271

39.5%

381

55.5%

1533

37

2.4%

104

6.8%

226

14.7%

412

26.9%

756

49.3%

17,643

1,056

5.99%

2,446

13.9%

1,406

8.0%

4,396

24.9%

8,064

45.7%

Kawainui

Waikane
Waimanalo
Total

686

0

0.0%

105

19.5%

217

40.1%

215

5.6%

1,134

29.7%

1,687

44.3%

0.0%

33

10.6%

100

32.2%

42.5%

13

5.7%

110

47.7%

3

1.5%

121

74.4%

8

0.9%

10

1.0%

464

49.2%

3

0.3%

477

46.7%

461

45.0%

0.3%

149

53.4%

73

26.1%

36.6%

208

35.5%

300

51.2%

474

2.7%
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Kualoa and Hakipuu watersheds do not have any impaired streams but there are
two impaired regions of northern Kane`ohe Bay in close proximity to them. They
also have high percentages of agricultural lands. The principle pollutants at the
two stations, Kane`ohe Bay (Northern) and Kualoa Beach Park are enterocci,
nitrates/nitrites and ammonia. These pollutants are representative non-point
source pollutants from cultivated or agricultural lands.
In order to further correlate the landuse types with the impaired water bodies,
examine the following maps (see Figures 5 and 6) of where the impaired waters
are located and the prevalent landuse. Water quality appears to be poorest in
areas with larger urban populations and a high proportion of cultivated lands.
This indicates that any restoration actions will have to take into account the
human populations living in the watersheds and around the streams. In
examining Table 2 and the landuse map, it appears that Low Intensity
Development dominates many of the watersheds and constitutes a large
proportion of the total land area in the Ko`olaupoko region. Now that the
general status of water quality is understood it is possible to move onto
Component 2 and delineate the riparian buffers.
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Figure 5: Impaired Water Bodies of the Ko`olaupoko Moku
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Figure 6: Landuse in the Ko`olaupoko Moku
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Component 2: Delineate precision riparian buffers
Approach
The second task of this project was to identify potential areas for riparian
buffer restoration the Ko`olaupoko Moku using a precision buffer or variablewidth approach. A GIS analyses was performed using the Riparian Buffer
Delineation Equation (RBDE), in order to design the variable-width buffers.
Delineating the riparian buffers will allow KBAC and Hawaii’s Department of
Health to focus their restoration activities within a confined area and better
target their efforts.
Data Collection
A portion of the GIS data collected for the first component, was also used
in the second component of the model. The NLCD landuse data, the digital
elevation model data will both be used in this step and the stream data.
Furthermore, U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Survey Geographic Database
(SSURGO) data was downloaded for the island of Oahu.
Analyses
The RBDE is an integral part of precision buffer design. The RBDE is based
on an equation that considers the detention time capabilities of a buffer or rather
a buffer’s ability and effectiveness at retaining a pollutant within its vegetated
area. The effectiveness of a riparian buffer is measured by its ability to delay,
absorb, or cleanse pollutants in runoff (Phillips, 1989a). Therefore, the longer
the runoff stays within the vegetated buffer, the more effective the buffer is at
detaining and removing pollutants. Based on this assumption, the RBDE was
designed to calculate the appropriate width of a proposed vegetated buffer by
comparing the proposed buffer’s current physical properties to a user-defined
reference buffer that often is comprised of ideal buffer conditions but can also be
typical conditions for the area of interest (Xiang, 1996).
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The RBDE can be written as:

Bb  nb 
= 
Br  nr 
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 Lr 
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 Kb 
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 Sr 

−0.7

 Cb 
 
 Cr 

(1)

where the subscript b refers to the proposed buffer zone and the subscript r refers
to the reference zone. The ratio, Bb Br , is the buffer zone effectiveness ratio; n is
a Manning roughness coefficient, it is a measure of how fast overland flow occurs
on different landcover types; L is the buffer zone width; K is saturated hydraulic
conductivity, which is a measure of; S is the slope; C is soil moisture storage
capacity or how much moisture the soil can retain. C is calculated by
multiplying available water capacity by profile thickness, taking into
consideration an impermeable confining layer or seasonal high water table
(Phillips, 1989a). Representative K values for each soil type are found in the
SSURGO database. All of the necessary soil property parameters are found in the
SSURGO database. S values for slope were derived from the digital elevation
model.
Since the RBDE compares the ability of a given vegetative zone to retain
moisture to that of the user-defined reference buffer. Its result is a ratio that
measures buffer effectiveness. In this ratio, Bb Br , a values less than 1 means
that the buffer zone is less effective than the reference and a value greater than 1
means the buffer zone is more effective than the reference. Thus, Eq. 1 can be
rewritten as:
0.6
0.4
−0.7

 C 
0.5  nb   K b   S b 
    b 
Lb = p   
 nr   K r   S r   Cr 

0.5

(2)

where p represents the buffer zone effectiveness ratio, Bb Br , and Lb is the
proposed width of the buffer zone. With the equation in this arrangement and a
user-defined reference that is representative of the study region, we can specify
the relative effectiveness as an objective and determine the appropriate zone
width necessary to achieve it (Basynat et al., 2000). For this project, p was set to
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the width of a desirable buffer, thirty-six meters, and was raised to the 0.5 power.
While the standard buffer width for most policy recommendations is thirty
meters, thirty-six meters was chosen because the physical conditions in the
Ko`olaupoko Moku region are different from the mainland U.S. and the thirty
meter buffer width is used on the mainland under different conditions than what
was found in the Ko`olaupoko Moku region. The Manning’s Roughness
coefficient represents the most appropriate land type for retaining runoff
pollutants, because it is a measure of the velocity of overland flow.
The reference zone was selected based on two
criteria. First, a reference zone should provide
effective filtration under average runoff conditions.
Second, a reference zone represents typical soil,
surface cover, and topographical conditions in the

S = 11%
n=0.3034
K=4.6 cm/h
C=14.1 cm
Buffer Width=36m

study area (Phillips, 1989b). The average for the four Figure 7: Reference Values
parameters of K , S , C ,
and n were used as the
reference parameters for
the RBDE equation (see

1. Data
Development

Soil C
K

Landuse/
Landcover n

Slope S

hydrology

Figure 6).
The general GIS
flow chart to calculate
the variable buffer width

2. Data
Aggregation

Layer with appended variables
of Sb , K b , Cb , nb in four fields.

3. Buffer
Calculation

Calculate Eq. 2 in field
calculator using the four new
fields.

4. Buffer
Mapping

Results of Eq.2 are used as
buffer widths and a general
buffer function is performed, in
addition to .

(see Figure 8), begins
with data development
and the collection of
relevant parameters.
The K and C
parameters were taken
from SSURGO
representative values for
each soil type in the
Figure 8: GIS Work Flow
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study area. The S parameter was averaged from a slope layer derived from a
Digital Elevation Model (DEM). The n parameter was generated using the NLCD
data for the Ko`olaupoko Moku and approximated using pre-calculated
Manning’s Roughness Coefficients from two tables (Engman and Asce, 1986 and
Prakash, 2004). The four parameters were then compiled into one general data
layer and fields for K , S , C , and n were added to the data layer’s attribute table.
Since each value for K , S , C , and n were calculated in different ways or
manually updated in the database, it was important to keep track of units and
ensure a final version of each parameter was distinct from other fields in the
database. After finishing steps 1 and 2 in Figure 5, a fifth field was added to the
data layer’s attribute table in preparation for Step 3. Eq. 2 was calculated in Field
Calculator (see Appendix II-Component 2, for Eq. 2 in Field Calculator format).
The results of Eq. 2, were used as the width to buffer the streams. Buffers were
also converted to a raster format and a cost distance function was performed to
accurately map the variable-width buffers.
The variable-width buffer zones calculated using Eq.2 and under a forest
cover type can eliminate up to 90% of nitrates, at least 50% of sediments and
between 60 to 90% of phosphorous found in runoff (Polyakov, et al., 2005).
Unfortunately, there may be other land types within the buffer zone that may
actually contribute pollutants. A contributing zone is defined as a buffer zone
around a stream, which as a result of landuse practices and other human
activities may contribute nutrients and NPS pollutant to the runoff and thereby
end up in the streams (Basynat et al., 2000). The issues concerning contributing
zones within the delineated buffer are addressed in Component 3 of the methods.
See Appendix II-Component 2 for a complete description of methods of data
preparation for the necessary parameters for the RBDE and execution of Eq. 2 in
a GIS.
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Results and Discussion
The calculated variable-width buffers are good indicators of optimal buffer
width and location (see Figure 9). These buffers have widths that respond to
changing land cover, slope and soil conditions. To emphasis the difference
between precision width buffers and fixed-width buffers, Figure 6 overlays the
variable width buffers over a fixed-width buffer of 30 meters, and it is possible to
see how different the precision-width approach is from the more tradition fixwidth approach. Because the buffers change depending upon the physical
characteristics of the land, the appropriate areas for targeting restoration can be
identified. While some buffers are much wider than the reference width of 36
meters, other areas are actually much smaller. With these results, resources and
energy for riparian restoration can be targeted. Selecting specific sites for
restoration will be addressed in Component 3 of the model.
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Figure 9: Variable-Width Buffers
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Component 3: Selecting sites for restoration
Approach
A hands-on approach was chosen in order to choose restoration activities
within the precision-width buffers. The buffers overlaid on top of the
othroimages and three different types of restoration activities were chosen for
each landuse type within the buffer zone: Preserve, Restore, and Investigate. A
fourth category was also created, Channelized. The Channelized category
includes all areas where the stream has been channelized. Two contributing zone
land types were identified and categorized as Restore and Investigate. The
Channelized category is also considered a contributing zone but restoration there
will be limited and require a high monetary and time investment, as well as major
stakeholder investment. The Restore category was identified for restoration and
acquisition where possible. The Investigate category requires further research
and alternative methods of restoration and management are recommended for
those areas. For areas within the Preserve category, recommendations are
similar to those of the restore category with more of an emphasis on conservation
and maintenance of the areas current state.
Data Collection
The GIS layers necessary for this component are parcel data, roads,
zoning, existing protected areas and the Earth Data orthoimagery. The NLCD
layer used to guide landuse categorization within the buffer region.
Analysis
The first step in Component 3 was to overlay the precision-width buffers
over the NLCD layer and then overlay the buffers on the orthoimagery. It was
apparent after a comparison of the two options that using the orthoimagery
would be more accurate, though more time intensive (see Figures 10 and 11) .
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Figure 10: NLCD data and Buffers
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Figure 11: Buffers over Orthoimagery
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The process of categorizing the restoration activities within the buffers
entailed zooming into the buffer area and cutting up the buffer zone depending
upon the landuse activity within the buffer zone (see Figure 12). Areas that were
well vegetated and forested were put into the Preserve category. Fields,
nurseries, or bare ground with only a few structures were assigned to the Restore
category . Residential areas, cemeteries, golf courses, and other types of
minimally developed land were put into the Investigate category. This
designation means that further research is need along with ground truthing.
These areas will require education of landowners and the possible
implementation of Best Management Practices. The fourth category,
Channelized, with its more intense restoration requirements, is set aside for
further consideration and evaluation beyond the scope of these
recommendations. Comments were written about each buffer section where they
were divided and categorized.
After buffer categorization, the buffer layer was intersected with two
different parcel layers, and all parcels within each buffer were extracted (see
Figure 13). A complete description of methods can be found in Appendix IIComponent 3.
Although, the orthoimagery was used in this project, a similar analysis
could be performed using the NLCD data. Specific land cover types could be
extracted from within the buffer region and aggregated together depending upon
if they were a land cover type that contributed pollutants or filtered them. The
same recommendation categories could be applied to these aggregated land cover
types.
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Figure 12: Restoration Categories of Buffers
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Figure 13: Parcels within Buffers
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Results and Discussion.
The results for this section include two lists of potential restoration sites,
sites to be investigated or preserved, and channelized stream segments. The
first list is a table of major landowners, who they are and whether they are public
or private landowners. Large landowners are those people, businesses, or
institutions that own more than 1,000 acres. A second list is of all parcels within
the buffers and the Tax Map Key (TMK) number for each owner. For the
northern region of the Ko`olaupoko Moku, there are seven large landowners who
own a total of 121 parcels within the buffer region. In total, there are
approximately 1500 parcels within all of the buffer zones of the northern
Kane`ohe region. Tables 3 and 4 show a portion of each list and the attributes
associated with each parcel. Table 4 has a unique ID column created in order to
group parcels within a particular buffer segment, thus aggregating parcels with
the same restoration recommendation together.
Another point to consider is that some TMK numbers are listed more than
once. In some cases this is because an owner has different landuses on their
property. In this situation a landowner will have to choose between different
types of management strategies, based upon the recommended restoration group.
Another reason for repetitive TMK numbers is if a parcel is oddly shaped and
encompasses more than one portion of a buffer or is bisected by another owner’s
parcel. Therefore, the parcel database needs to be updated or used with caution
when contacting landowners. Finally, because the names of individual owners
are not widely available, further research will require matching the TMK number
to specific owners.
After a preliminary review of the results, it appears that public lands are
easiest to target for different types of restoration activities, followed by large
private land owners. The smaller land owners, who are identified by the TMK
number, are generally the owners of small plots of land that only have houses and
little to no agricultural practices. These landowners will require a lot of
community outreach and education and strict re-vegetation upon their properties
is less likely. Unfortunately, these small parcels are potentially large
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Table 3: Parcels Belonging to Large Landowners

Stream

Owner

Type of
Ownership

Restoration
Group

Area
(HA)

Notes

Ahuimanu Stream

Govt. County Honolulu

Public-County

Channelized

21.03

Ahuimanu Stream

Govt. County Honolulu

Public-County

Channelized

3.15

Ahuimanu Stream

Govt. County Honolulu

Public-County

Restore

Ahuimanu Stream

Govt. County Honolulu

Public-County

Investigate

1.33

houses

Ahuimanu Stream

Govt. County Honolulu

Public-County

Channelized

2.79

channelized portion of stream, residential neighborhood

Ahuimanu Stream

Govt. State

Public-State

Channelized

7.63

channelization, some vegetation, mostly open

Ahuimanu Stream

Govt. State

Public-State

Channelized

1.02

houses, streets

Ahuimanu Stream

Govt. State HCDCH

Public-State

Channelized

0.01

channelized, restoration would be good

Haiamoa Stream

Govt. County Honolulu

Public-County

Investigate

16.09

Haiamoa Stream

Govt. County Honolulu

Public-County

Investigate

0.68

Wetlands

Haiamoa Stream

Govt. County Honolulu

Public-County

Investigate

0.00

Wetlands

Haiamoa Stream

Govt. County Honolulu

Public-County

Investigate

6.19

Wetland

Ka`alaea Stream

Govt. County Honolulu

Public-County

Investigate

9.23

Channlized portion of the stream, feasibility?

Kahalu`u Stream

Govt. County Honolulu

Public-County

Channelized

5.06

Channlised portion of stream, grassy open area

Kahalu`u Stream

Govt. County Honolulu

Public-County

Channelized

9.27

Channlised portion of stream, grassy open area

Kahalu`u Stream

Govt. County Honolulu

Public-County

Channelized

0.68

Channelized portion of the stream, residential, ag fields

Kahalu`u Stream

Govt. County Honolulu

Public-County

Preserve

4.76

Forested and vegetated areas

Kahalu`u Stream

Govt. County Honolulu

Public-County

Channelized

3.15

fields, houses, dam, forested vegetation

Kahalu`u Stream

Govt. County Honolulu

Public-County

Investigate

7.96

structures, open grassy areas

Kahalu`u Stream

Govt. State

Public-State

Channelized

3.19

Channlised portion of stream, grassy open area

16.80

channelized, restoration would be good
channelization, some vegetation, mostly open
open fields, some vegetation

vegetation, dirt paths, some cultivated land
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Table 4: All Parcels within the Buffers

Unique
ID
Number

Stream

132

Ahuimanu Stream

45056108

Preserve

3.9

forested, vegetated area

133

Ahuimanu Stream

45056108

Investigate

4.3

houses

TMK

Restoration
Group

Area
(HA)

Notes

98

Waihe`e Stream

47000000

Investigate

1.0

forested areas, roads, feasibility?

99

Waihe`e Stream

47000000

Restore

0.2

bare ground, some vegetation, buildings

101

Waihe`e Stream

47000000

Preserve

1.3

vegetated stream sides, perhaps some restoration

105

Waihe`e Stream

47000000

Restore

0.1

bare ground, erosion potential

138

Ahuimanu Stream

47003003

Channelized

16.1

115

Ahuimanu Stream

47003011

Channelized

5.1

channelization, some vegetation, mostly open

115

Ahuimanu Stream

47004006

Channelized

5.1

channelization, some vegetation, mostly open

116

Ahuimanu Stream

47004006

Restore

3.2

open fields, some vegetation

138

Ahuimanu Stream

47004006

Channelized

16.1

118

Ahuimanu Stream

47004010

Channelized

9.3

houses, streets

116

Ahuimanu Stream

47004011

Restore

3.2

open fields, some vegetation

117

Ahuimanu Stream

47004012

Restore

6.0

houses, some vegetation, BMP

117

Ahuimanu Stream

47004013

Restore

6.0

houses, some vegetation, BMP

118

Ahuimanu Stream

47004013

Channelized

9.3

houses, streets

118

Ahuimanu Stream

47004018

Channelized

9.3

houses, streets

channelized portion of stream, residential neighborhood

channelized portion of stream, residential neighborhood
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contributors to the poor water quality in the Ko`olaupoko Moku. They are
primarily located in the high and low intensity developed and cultivated areas,
and therefore there is a socio-political component to restoration activities in
these areas.
Precision riparian buffers in the long run are a cost effective conservation
measure because they target the best places to implement buffers. On a small
island like Oahu where land is expensive, optimizing ecological benefit on the
least amount of land possible is desirable.

Final Results and Products
The final results for this project will include four facets. The first is a
description and examination of water quality in the Ko`olaupoko Moku. The
description will be represented through the use of maps, charts and tables of
landuse/landcover and polluted or impaired streams and bay regions. The
second result of the project will be maps of recommended buffers and their
widths. The third will be a list of sites within a variable buffer zone that can be
targeted for restoration to riparian forest or vegetation. These riparian buffers
will be able reduce the polluting effects of urban and agricultural runoff, while
also be targeted as the most effective locations. The final product is the methods
themselves for delineating the variable-width buffers. These methods are easily
replicable and can be applied to other regions of the state of Hawaii and the
United States at large.

Final Discussion
Pollutant loading reductions of at least 50% of phosphorous, nitrogen, and
sediments are projected with the implementation of riparian buffer zones.
However, these projections are based on empirical evidence from various case
studies. The results of these case studies vary from location to location,
indicating that pollutant reductions depend greatly on soil and landuse
characteristics of the specific locations of the buffers. Therefore, I recommend
that, before any restoration activities are implemented, the final assessment
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should include within it an integrated assessment and adaptive management
component. This will allow the Kailua Bay Advisory Council and the Hawaiian
Department of Health to truly assess the effectiveness of the buffers.
The adaptive management approach allows for flexibility in the
implementation of riparian buffer restoration. And if after a period of
monitoring, no noticeable improvement of water quality is observed in the
impaired streams and bay regions, the locations and widths of the buffers will
have to be reassessed. This approach will allow for adaptability in the
management of water quality in the Ko`olaupoko Moku. During the assessment
and re-evaluation, consideration should also be given to the possibility of
restoring or partially restoring channelized portions of the streams in the region.
While not the easiest or the most economically and politically feasible option, if
the first attempt at riparian buffers does not reduce enough of the pollutants in
the runoff, the negative impacts of the channelized stream segments will have to
be mitigated with restoration.
Balancing the multiple interests and demands upon the ecosystem in the
Ko`olaupoko Moku is a complex process. In order to improve water quality and
ecosystem function in the streams, wetlands and bays, management changes will
have to take place. These changes not only include implementing riparian
buffers, but targeting the public through education and reducing potential
pollutants before they can be washed away into storm runoff.
The examination of the landuse within the precision buffers revealed the
major presence of people living right next to streams; roads wove back and forth
across the streams and fields were often plowed to the edge of the stream. All of
these practices greatly affect water quality. Because structures and infrastructure
are for the most part permanent, ideal restoration through re-vegetation is not
truly an option for all areas within the recommended precision-width buffers. In
these situations, the alternative of BMPs will have to be adopted in order to
engage the public and people living within the buffer zone. BMPs that specifically
target conserving and protecting water resources are a good solution. KBAC
already has a portion of its website devoted to suggestions for the public on how
they can implement different types of BMP activities in their own homes. These
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activities include: better car maintenance, household awareness of chemicals,
improving lawn and garden techniques, being aware when cleaning up after pets
and general sanitation (KBAC, 2007). This is a great start in engaging the public
and the delineated buffers will allow KBAC to target their efforts in a more
concerted manner.
Precision riparian buffers address only part of the issues surrounding
water quality on the windward side of Oahu. If stakeholders are not involved, the
streams and bays will continue to be impaired and other water bodies will be
entered onto the list. These impaired waters threaten the continued healthy
existence of plants, animals and people. While the riparian buffers provide a
useful guide for buffer design, they are not a panacea to the woes of the
Ko`olaupoko Moku. In many ways, the problem lies with human actions and
decisions; therein also lays the solution.
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Appendix I: GIS Data
Complete List of Available GIS layers
1. 2001 NLCD landuse/landcover raster
2. SSURGO soil survey data layer and database
3. 2000 census data layer
4. Wetlands data layer
5. NHD stream layer
6. Digital Elevation Model, 10m
7. Slope- derived from the Digital Elevation Model
8. Precipitation data from rain gauges
9. Stream flow data
10. Impervious Surfaces
11. Water Quality Monitoring Stations
12. Land parcels/ownership
13. County of Honolulu Zoning
14. Location of Impaired Streams and Bay Regions from 303d list
15. Protected Areas
16. Potential Non-point Source pollutants
17. Large Landowners Parcel Data

A

Appendix II: GIS Methods
Component 1
Data Management/Analysis:
1. Streams on 303d List
a. Examine table of impaired streams on the Hawaii 303d list.
b. Select listed streams from stream layer and export into new
shapefile.
c. Dissolve exported stream file based on name field.
d. Add two fields the attribute table of the stream_303d layer:
Pollutants, Priority
e. Start Editing and enter in pollutants found in streams from 303d
table and the priority for TMDLs.
2. Bay Regions on 303d List
a. Perform steps: a, b, d, and e, as outlined in Streams on 303d
segment.
b. There is no need to dissolve the station layer.
3. Split Kpoko region into smaller units
a. Based on location of streams and bay regions on 303d list, divide
Kpoko region into 4 sub-regions.
b. Select desired basins from Kpoko region layer and data export them
into a new layer. These regions will be used as clip features.

Component 2
Data Management of GIS layers:
1. Slope
a. Clip DEM to study area
b. Derive slope from DEM
c. Convert raster to integer in Map Algebra
d. Convert “raster_int” to feature class
e. Add field to attribute table called “slope” type: float.
f. Using field calculator set Slope equal to Gridcode divided by 100.
Change 0 values to .0001, to avoid multiplying by 0 in larger
formula.
2. SSURGO Data
a. Open SSURGO database in Access, print out Soil Properties Report
and Soil Features Report

B

b. Open SSURGO data in Soil Viewer and print representative values
for Available Water Capacity and Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity
(Ksat).
c. Open SSURGO soil shapefile in ArcMap, clip to study area.
d. Add three fields to attribute table, all type: float, these fields will be
for Available Water Capacity, Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity,
and Profile Thickness
e. Sort Attribute “ascending” on MUSYM field
f. Click on Editor and start editing
g. Enter in values for Available Water Capacity, Saturated Hydraulic
Conductivity, and Profile Thickness. The first two values should
come from the Representative values report. Profile Depth will be
taken from Soil Properties Report. Check for confining layers on
Soil Features Report.
h. Save edits and stop editing.
i. Add three more fields to the shapefile, all type: float. All of the
calculations will be performed in Field Calculator.
j. The first field will be Profile Thickness in cm. Profile Thickness
needs to be multiplied by 2.54 to convert inches to cm.
k. The second field will be C: multiply Available water capacity by
profile thickness in cm.
l. The third field will be K: multiply Ksat by .36 to convert
micrometers/sec to cm/hr.
m. In the attribute table select the values for water. Examine these in
the map. Break up water polygons surrounding streams and give
them the attributes of surrounding soil types. Cut polygons in
Editor.
n. Sort the attribute table ascending and change any remaining zeros
in the K or C fields to .0001, to avoid dividing by 0.
o. Select soil type Rro- rock outcrop, erase it from edited soil layer.
The Rro soil type is found on very steep slopes that have already
been eliminated and those areas are the headwaters of the streams.
Because of the excessively high slopes disruption of these areas by
human activities area highly unlikely.
3. Landuse/Landcover
a. Mask out the LULC layer to the study area, using updated soil layer
that has Rro eliminated.
b. Reclassify the LULC using the Manning Roughness Coefficient (see
Table 5).
c. Convert the LULC raster to a polygon using reclassified Mannings
Roughness Coefficient field.
d. Dissolve the polygon using the same field.

C

Table 5: Classification of Landuse Types based on Manning’s Roughness Coefficient
Landuse/Landcover Type
High Intensity Development
Low Intensity Development

Manning’s Roughness Type and
Source

n Coefficient

concrete or asphalt-Engman
concrete or asphalt-Engman
Cultivated lands:average from
Engman
Bermuda Grass: Prakash/Engman
Forest:dense underbrush- Prakash
Range- Prakash
Range- Prakash
Dense grass- Prakash
Forest: light underbrush- Prakash
Bare sand: Engman
Graveled Surface: Engman
Bare sand: Engman

Cultivated Land
Grassland
Evergreen Forest
Scrub/Shrub
Paulstrine Scrub/Shrub Wetland
PalustrineEmergent Wetland
Estuarine Forested Wetland
Unconsolidated Shore
Bare Land
Water

0.011
0.011
0.240
0.410
0.800
0.130
0.130
0.240
0.400
0.010
0.020
0.010

Calculating Reference Values
1. Slope
a. Eliminate rRK, rRO, rRT from soil shapefile.
b. Use extracted by mask on slope integer file using new soil file.
e. Run Zonal statistics on extracted slope file, to get average slope
conditions for K’poko region.

Figure 14: Reference Value Calculation for

S

2. Manning’s Roughness Coefficient
a. Use reclassified land cover layer
b. Run Zonal statistics on reclassified land cover layer to get average
Manning’s coefficient for entire study area

D

3. Soil
a. Convert SSURGO feature class to two ratster, on based on K field
and the other based on the C field.
b. Run zonal statistic on both rasters to get average K and C for
Ko`olaupoko region.

Figure 15: Reference Values Calculations for

n , K , and C

4. Results
a. S = 11%
b. n = .3034
c. K = 4.6 cm/hr
d. C = 13.1 cm
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RBDE Analysis:
1. Stream
f. Buffer the stream layer by 1 meter in order to give it a polygon
shape and so the union will work correctly.
2. Clip parameter polygons
a. use four Kpoko sub-region layers to clip soils, LULC, slope, streams,
and 1m buffered stream layers.
3. Union: soils, LULC, slope, stream buffered
4. Intersect
a. Examine attribute table, sort ascending on K , C, N, and S fields,
and eliminate any 0 values, if the intersected segments do not cover
all three input layers. Layers do not completely cover each other
and a few small segments at the mouths of the streams might be left
over and not have values for all four parameter fields.
b. Eliminate Rro (rock outcrop) values, which have a C of 0 as well.
c. Add field fields, all float, to attribute table: Slope, N_value, S_value,
K_value, C_value, LP_1
d. S_value = slope
e. N_value = n (Manning’s Roughness Coefficient)
f. K_value = Ksat value in cm/hr
g. C_value = c_cm_1
h. Calculate Lp_1 : 36.27*(((.41/ [N_Value])^0.6)*((3.3/
[K_Value])^0.4)*(( [S_Value]/ 0.06)^0.7)*(17.07/ [C_Value]))^.5
in Field Calculator
i. Examine values. Eliminate Rro, RrK values, if values are in
mountains with steep slopes. This soil type can cause skewed, large
buffer widths.
5. Buffer
a. Buffer using LP_1 field: if building in model builder, must enter
intersect file a second time, edits won’t appear if you use the model
builder output file.
b. Select dissolve type as none.
c. Look at buffered streams to see if any anomalous buffers appear.
d. If there are any unusually large buffers, look at attribute table to see
what might account for large buffers.
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Figure 16: RBDE Analysis
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6. Data Preparation for conversion of Polygon to raster
a. add three fields to Buffered intersect layer
b. Field one, type: float, invert Lp_1 field, i.e. Lp_1_inv= 1/Lp_1.
c. Field two, type: long integer, convert Lp_1_inv to integers,
Lp_1_int = Lp_1 * 1,000,000.
d. Make sure there are no zeros in Lp_1_int field.
7. Buffer Feature to raster
a. Convert buffer polygon to raster using the Lp_1_int field, set cell
size to 5m.
b. Make sure in Raster Analysis Settings output cell size is set to 5m.
This will enable to the feature to raster is more accurate, as well as
final buffer output.
8. Mapping Final buffered distances from streams
a. Create a cost distance raster for the Lp_1_int raster, with the cost
related to distance to streams.
b. Use map algebra to convert cost distance raster from floating point
to integer.
c. Convert raster to polygon
d. Add field to cost distance polygon, name: Buff, type: short integer,
set field equal to 1.
e. Dissolve polygon based on Buff field.
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Figure 17: Buffer Mapping
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Component 3
Site Categorization and Parcel Extraction
1. Select sites for restoration and preservation
a. In Catalog create copy of final buffer layer, nkane_buff_1.
b. Intersect copy of final buffer layer with watershed layer to create
separate buffer polygons for each watershed.

Figure 18: Stream Intersect

c. Add three fields to the buffer_sites layer: type, stream and notes. Type
refers to the type of action that should be taken: restore, preserve,
investigate or channelized and the stream field refers to which stream
the buffer surrounds.

Figure 19: Edited Attribute Table of Buffer Layer
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d. Start editor and set target to buffer_sites layer. Erase any unnecessary
or extra fields.
e. Select buffer to evaluate and use Explode tool, in Advanced Editing, to
create separate polygons for each stream’s buffer.
f. Select cut polygon tool in Editor.
g. Examine each portion of the buffer carefully and cut the buffer along
changing landuse types. For example, choose lands that are obviously
cultivated fields, grazing fields, and bare land and cut the buffer
polygon to define restoration sites.
h. Once a portion of the buffer has been cut, determine its restoration
recommendation type: preserve, restore, channelized (stream) or
investigate.
i. Also fill in which stream the buffer surrounds and any notes about the
landuse with the buffer
j. Finally, once all edits have been saved, add a field and calculate area in
hectares for each buffer segment.
2. Identify Parcels that contain buffers
a. Add field to final buffer_sites layer call unique and set it to FID + 1, to
create a field of unique IDs for each buffer segment.
b. Intersect Parcel layer with final buffer_sites layer.
c. Export attribute table of intersected parcel layer, all parcels within a
specific buffer segments will be aggregated together for ease of
restoration planning.
d. Intersect Major_landowners layer with final buffer_sites layer.
e. Export attribute table of intersected major_landowners layer.
f. Import attribute tables into Excel. Make final tables of parcels within
buffers and restoration recommendations.

Figure 20: Parcels Selection
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Appendix III: Glossary of Abbreviations
BMP: Best Management Practices
DEM: Digital Elevation Model
EPA: Environmental Protection Agency
GIS: Geographic Information System
HDOH: Hawaii Department of Health
KBAC: Kailua Bay Advisory Council
NHD: National Hydrography Dataset
NLCD: National Land Cover Dataset
SSURGO: Soil Survey Geographic Database
TMDL: Total Maximum Daily Load
TMK: Tax Map Key
USDA: United States Department of Agriculture
USGS: United States Geological Survey
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